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	_3_ Other Notes_w02F44t52I1WGl21NLRmgw: Notes:- 0.3 nT noise requirement.- 0.016 nT digital resolution requirement.- 1.7 nT accuracy performance requirement (waiver from 1 nT).- Two boom-mounted fluxgate magnetometers - Inboard MAG (IB) 6.3 m from boom base and Outboard MAG (OB) 8.5 m from the base. - SEISS particle data are also utilized in analysis and L2 product generation.Open Algorithm Discrepancy Tracking Items:1) ADR429, WR3643, DO.07.00 (ADR449 AND ADR450)Title:  Magnetometer IB and OB do not meet success criteria of MAG-002 Magnetometer Difference.  Description:  The MAG-004 PLT failed because the difference between OB and IB was greater than expected and varied diurnally and seasonally. Root causes are thought to be a thermoelectric effect and/or bad temperature compensation. Perspective:  Thermal issues on GOES-16 MAG are significant and will persist for the duration of the mission. NCEI work and research have started to study how to correct for these issues both diurnally and seasonally. This work will continue well beyond Full validation. 2) WR3643Title:  ADC preferred counts/quantization issueComment: This issue is to be studied and resolved at L2 level by NCEI.CO.3) ADR 430, WR4164Title:  Space weather eclipse_flag flags do not capture all possible statesComment: This inboard MAG issue is not required for Provisional, because operational product is reliant on outboard MAG.4) ADR 449Title:  Arcjet firingComment:  Issue is sufficiently understood and characterized to achieve Provisional.  Needed for Full validation.5) ADR 450Title: IR Sensor in ShadowComment:  This inboard MAG issue is not required for Provisional, because operational product is reliant on outboard MAG.MIT-LL study suggest the statistical accuracy of GOES-16 outboard MAG without std. dev. is about 2.3 nT and has an accuracy std. dev. of about +/- 4 nT.Noise contributions:Sensor: 0.1 nTReaction Wheels: 0.1 nTADC preferred counts: 0.3-0.5 nTHeaters: Still in analysis (0-0.5 nT)MAG requirement waivers:- Product measurement accuracy reset to current performance level.  - Product measurement precision redefined as field resolution and set to current performance level.  
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	Approval Status_1_y78RGW57v8XnJXulRB-e7Q: Off
	Approval Status_0_y78RGW57v8XnJXulRB-e7Q: Yes
	_1_ Review Board Comments_Uikep1Tmhmr5qNB7B2pA7A: This GOES-16 MAG L1b Provisional PS-PVR is presented by Paul Loto’aniu.  The disposition of this PS-PVR is to approve the GOES-16 MAG L1b geomagnetic field product as Provisional.  Given this declaration, the product will now flow freely through any approved subscriptions in PDA and CLASS.  The slide presentation was very well organized and the analysis results and remaining challenges were comprehensively discussed.  Kudos to the team for their excellent characterization of performance, despite the challenges created by the instrument performance which necessitated the requirements waivers.  The annual calibration maneuver recommendation will be pursued with NESDIS/OSPO through the Special Scans Working Group and DOTWG.  A comprehensive README is due from Paul to PRO within two weeks, so the user community may have a good explanation of the product maturity.  Howard Singer (SWPC) provided great context for the utility of MAG products:  Geostationary Magnetic Field data are identified in the National Space Weather Action Plan as a baseline observation required for space weather operations.  The data are used for geomagnetic disturbance tracking, SWPC's energetic particle product production, solar wind shock detection, support of power grid operations, Magnetopause crossings, and other applications.  SWPC is satisfied of the fitness for use of the product presented today.  Summary performance statements:- GOES-16 MAG data follow the general trends of other satellites.  There are significant times when GOES-16 MAG does not perform as well as the other GOES when comparing to TS04 magnetic field model, particularly in the P-component.  This suggests that GOES-16 MAG is not as accurate as the GOES-NOP MAGs.  - GOES-16 MAG data capture major space weather variations.  - Thermal issues on GOES-16 MAG are significant and will persist for the duration of the mission. NCEI has started to study how to correct for these issues both diurnally and seasonally. This work will continue well beyond Full validation. - NCEI will study the inboard sensor in order to find corrections algorithm that allows it to be used in operation in the event that outboard sensor fails or degrades. 
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